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HISTORY OF THE BULGARIAN LINGUISTICS AND  

HISTORY OF THE BULGARIAN LANGUAGE 
 
The present issue of the journal is dedicated to two overarching themes – 

history of the Bulgarian linguistics and history of the Bulgarian language. It 
is associated with the celebration of the anniversaries of three eminent 
Bulgarian linguists – Lyubomir Miletich, Benio Conev and Stoyko Stoykov 
– that made important contributions to the study of the history of the 
Bulgarian language. 

Ana Kocheva’s article is dedicated to the scientific heritage of one of our 
most outstanding linguists acad. Benio Conev, and, more specifically, to his 
contributions to the Bulgarian dialectology and linguistic geography. She 
presents and discusses the place and the significance of his several basic 
classifications of Bulgarian dialects that found place in his fundamental 
“History of the Bulgarian Language” in three volumes and their relevance 
today. 

The scientific heritage of another eminent Bulgarian linguist acad. 
Lyubomir Miletich who was the first to study systematically the Rhodopean 
dialects is the subject of the article authored by Georgi Mitrinov. He points 
out that Miletich was the first to conduct terrain studies in the Central and 
Western parts of the Rhodopes (the parts that belonged then to the Bulgarian 
state) in the beginning of the XX century. The results of his investigations 
were published as the monograph Die Rhodopemundarten der Bulgarischen 
Sprache. His classification of the Rhodopean dialects with only a few minor 
exceptions is accepted as valid up to the present day. The outstanding 
feature of this classification is the linguistically solid justification of the 
unity of these dialects that were and are spoken by speakers of Christian and 
Muslim confessions. 

The article of Maxim Stamenov is dedicated to discussion of a 
controversial point in a publication of the renowned Bulgarian dialectologist 
prof. Stoyko Stoykov (1946). In it he investigated the nature of the social 
dialect of the male high school students from Sofia and its relationship to 
the peculiar hybrid of slang and argot of the “the language of tarikats” of 
Sofia demimonde between the two world wars. Unlike other specialists that 



published on the subject before him, Stoykov insisted on the differences 
between the language of high school students and that of demimondaines. 
The latter were taken as example by the former only as far as verbal 
imitation of slang aspects was concerned, but not of argot and related 
criminal behavior. 

In his paper our late colleague and Member of the Editorial Board of the 
journal Stefan Smyadovski introduces to the scientific community an up-to-
now unfamiliar source of the history of Slavic philology – the work of the 
French linguist and literary historian Frédéric Gustave Eichhoff History of 
the Language and Literature of the Slavs (original title Histoire de la 
Langue et de la Literature des Slaves) published in 1839 in Paris. This piece 
of work is a significant achievement in Slavic studies in general, and the 
context of the Bulgarian studies it is the first to mention Bulgarian letters in 
the French scientific literature. 

Elka Mircheva proposes a new interpretation of the form отърочьнъ in 
the Old Bulgarian translation of the evangelical verses Luke 14.18 and Luke 
14.19. Drawing on a morphonological and lexico-semantic analysis of the 
verses, she argues that the earliest Old Bulgarian translations preserve 
remnants of fluctuations in the vowel grades characteristic of the pra-Slavic 
and the Old Bulgarian vowel system. 

In the contribution Lidiya Stefova the Zograf copie of the passional of 
St. John of Rila (Ivan Rilski) is juxtaposed to the variants of the text thereof 
in Kałužniacki’s edition. The conclusion from the comparative analysis is 
that the Zograf copie generally follows Kałužniacki’s text, if the absence of 
large text fragments is excluded. The variants of the text of Zograf copie 
frequently coincide with the variants of the text of other manuscripts. The 
results thus confirm the previous observations about the unity of the 
textological tradition in copying Evtimiy’s works. 

The paper of Hristina Deykova is dedicated to the study of the origin of 
the dialectal words from the Rhodopes region фьèркβ f. ‘a big grey-white 
pumpkin for baking’, фèрьçнкâ, фèранка f. ‘a type of white round pumpkin 
for baking’, and the adjective фèрβнβ in фèрβнβ тùква with the same 
meaning. The author relates the analysed words to a group of dialectal 
lexemes with a similar meaning borrowed from Greek and explains them as 
back-formations created on Bulgarian soil. 

In his article Borislav Popov offers an original analysis of the meanings 
of colour term сур, one of whose more specific construals realizes its double 
signification as both a sacral liminal colour in Bulgarian folklore and a term 
referring to mythological objects with a mediating function. According to 
him, сур holds functional relations with the two polarized perceptions 
originating from the basic mythological opposition sun : moon reified in two 



classification chains whereby the elements standing in relations of 
correspondence form a variety of pairs of opposites one of which is yellow-
red : ash-grey. The colour antonymy inherent within the colour сур and 
reflected in the colour opposition encoded in its conceptual frame is realized 
through the mixing of the yellow-red (the colour of the sun) and the ash-
grey (the colour of the moon), which emerge, at the ontological level, in the 
pattern of the deer’s fur. This, in turn, motivates the perception of сур as 
yellow-grey and reddish-grey interpreted symbolically in folklore.  

Finally, Zoya Barbolova discusses a subject from the Bulgarian 
anthroponymy dealing with numerous personal names and surnames of the 
root bor- and bur- which are generally believed to be of Slavic origin. She 
points out that these names are undoubtedly archaic and some of them 
probably come from the Proto-Bulgarian homophones (words that are 
pronounced the same) bor // bur 1) ‘bright’, ‘sacred’; 2) ‘wolf’, or from the 
Thracian βουρ, βυρα (= Alb. burrë) and even buris (boris) ‘man’. These 
lexemes were either long-forgotten or unknown to the Slavs and therefore, 
as early as during the first centuries after the establishment of the Bulgarian 
State, they were given a new meaning. 
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